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the agattu is a good, value for money bike.
the range is similar to the gazelle, but you
get a lower-powered, cheaper-to-operate
motor and a more compact battery, which
weighs even less than the gazelle. the
battery is still not quite as good as the lafree,
but you get a very similar level of
performance for less money. it should be
available to buy this spring, but prices will be
similar to the lafree. one final note: the
agattu isnt quite as refined as the gazelle.
but thats largely because it was developed in
china, rather than sweden. the chinese
companies have a great reputation for
producing tough, durable, well-made
products at low prices. the gazelle is similar
in that respect. the agattu, in terms of
materials and design, is obviously more
upmarket. in other words, the gazelle is a
safe bet for most people, and the agattu is
for the enthusiasts and the price-conscious,
because it will be the best motorbike in its
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price bracket. the home cleaning services
near me happymaids.com agattu is certainly
a comfortable bike,but it doesnt seem to be
the most nimble,and certainly not most agile.
it is a full-sized e-bike, and not quite as
nimble as a folding bike.the saddle could
almost be called comfy,but the ride is a touch
heavy, and the footpegs are far too high. this
makes it almost impossible to shift on the fly,
because theres no clear position to put the
left foot. the seat stays are somewhat high,
and dont help. the speedo is a little on the
small side, and doesnt give you any
indication of what speed youre doing unless
youre desperate. theres no lcd display, so its
not that much of a problem, but there is a
pretty faint light, that blinks on and
off.overall the agattu is a very good bike, and
a very nice-looking one too. but it feels a bit
heavy, and just not as nimble as a folding
bike. there is a definite lack of handling
confidence, and, with its hefty rear weight, it
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cant be said to be nimble.
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they dont make it easy for you to assess
performance on a really slippy lane, because

of the power delivery system.the pedelec
button will slow the bike but not stop,which is
clumsy,and the throttle is too easy to run flat
out.youll have to pick your moments when to

let the gas out, and should make sure that
you have plenty of room to stop.the moped

makes a lot of noise, but it is acceptable
noise, and considering that its going a lot
faster than youd think, its not the type of
noise which will stress the neighbours.it is
quiet, however, in the way that a heavy

mechanical lawnmower is very quiet, and isnt
a sound most people would prefer if driving a
car. the battery is an all-round good choice

for urban riding, and the pedalassist is a
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useful extra, the â£1,280 recommended
retail price is based on a 40wh (8ah)

battery.the smaller 25w (4ah) batteries are
offered for â£4,560,and the longer 61wh

(12ah) is £6,190. even the range claim, for
home charging at 48v, is impressive.the

1,257-mile endurance claims are probably
conservative - although we have to admit,

when the battery is full, the ciao does feel a
bit like having a guest, but we like to think
that using that to charge the battery when
youre exhausted will have limited effect. on
the strip, the ciao is well balanced, and is a
joy to wheel.the ciao takes 60-80% of your
weight, so youll feel the effects of potholes
and whoops very keenly indeed.go past a

diving car, and the ciao springs to the floor.
its very quick for a moped, and will hop over

obstacles almost as well as the hardcore
motorbike. 5ec8ef588b
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